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GLOSSARY OF TER.IS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Additive color primaries Primaries (red, green, blue) whose radiant
enerqies are suammed by the observer's visual
systeit to produce. a sensation of color; color
CRTs usc additive primaries.

Bit-value One of the 256 possible intensity levels a
pixel may be assigned in a digital imaqe pro-
cessor incorporating 8-bit digital-to-anelog

.convertors.

Brightness. The subjective correlate of luminaice

Chromaticity chart A diagram upon which colors are plotted

CIE Commission Internationale de'Eclairaqe, the
international body that sets lighting and
color standards

CIE Standard Observer Tabulated color functions used to define
typical color perception

Color coding Use of colors to represent different values or
dimensions or in color coding of radar
intensity -eturns. Also referred to as false
color and pseudo color.

Color discrimination The ability to perceive chromaticity differ-
ences based on hue and saturation alone.

Color primaries Colors, usually red, green, blue, which when
mixed together produce the desired color or
color match.

CRT Cathode ray tube

dB Decibel, 6efined by the equation:

( maximum scene luminance)
vIB 20 log 0

0 minimum scene luminance/

Dynamic range The range of radar intensity returns from the
minimum background and thermal noise to thc
maximum return expressed in dB.

D-65 white One of the standard daylight whites defined hy
the CIE and having a correlated color tempera-
ture of 6 5 0 00 K.
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GLOSSARY or TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS (continued)

Ft-L Foot-Lambert, a unit of luminance

II Image Interpreter

Luminance Radiant energy weighted for the sensitivity of
the human eye; defined by the 1924 CIE
:tandard observer.

Miscenvergence Failure of tne three electron beams of a color
shadow mask CRT to strike the appropriate
phosphors in a triad.

Multiple regression A mathematical technique to use several vari-
ables to predict a value of a criterion
variable.

Pixel Picture element; one of the n x n elements.
that comprises a given CRT image. Many
digital graphics systems use 512 x 512 pfxel
arrays.

Psychophysics Techniques used to measure subjective entities

such as color, brightness, lcudness, etc.

SAR Synthetic aperture radar

Shadow mask A type of CRT tube employing a matrix of
embedded ohosphor dots in triads. Each triad
contains red, green, and blue phosphors which

.are selectively energized by each of .the
electron beams.

Spectroradiometer An instrument that measures the energy content
of a part of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Subtractive color primaries The process of absorbing a portion of the
energy in a radiant spectrum, leaving the
desired spectral distribution for rend~ring
color; subtractive primaries yellow, magenta,
cyan are employed in color film transp\ren-cies. "

Tristimulus values Color matching functions that describe the
amount of each color primary required to m tch
visually a particular spectral dlstrlbutiod.

VIPER Visual Image Processing, Enhancement, •nd
Reconstruction

ix
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1.0 TASK OBJECTIVES

"The overall goal of the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research

Laboratory (AFAMRL) color program is to specify human factors parameters V

involved in a variety of color display applications. In the past, interest

was focused upon color discrimination and color CRT visibility under high

ambient illumination (Ward, Greene, and Martin, 1983 a, b).

The present work focuses upon the Visual Image Processing,

Enhancement, and Reconstruction (VIPER) facility. There, digital images

can be output on a color monitor and/or can be reproduced in hardcopy form

using a color graphics camera. For color work, both of these outputs must

be calibrated so that chromaticity can be predicted from the software bit

assignýents. Our first task, therefore, was to develop a methodology for

calibrating the color outputs of the VIPER facility. There is also a need

to determine ranges of human color discrimination for selected hues of

interest. Our second task was to run a study to measure color discrimina-

tion in a normal population. Once VIPER outputs were calibrated and some

information about color discrimination was available, we were. able to

combine these data and run a study using pseudocolor coding on digital

imagery. Our third task w's to develop and test a strategy for color-

coding synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

The Air Force's interest in color displays has been growing over

the years. Initially, full-color displays were limited to ground use ,4

because they were not rugged enouoh to withstand the flight environment.

Now, because of recent technological developments, shadow-mask coTor

cathode ray tubes (CRTs) can be manufactured to withstand the demands of

military aircraft. (Previously, airborne color displays used rugged beam
penetration tubes having a limited color gamut.) The new technology has
opened the way for full-color displays in many applications. For example, S.

the Air Force is considering the use of color CRTs for certain displays in

the B-i bomber. Some fighter aircraft may be modified to incorporate color

CRT displays. Several of the newest commercial and general aviation

aircraft are already using color displays.

Interest in color displays ranges from flight and weapons sytems e

status to navigational and sensor imagery. Beýides the obvious aesthetic

appeal, there is some evidence to suggest that appropriate color-•oding can

facilitate information transfer and enhance performance. For example,

Stollings (1982) has shown that under high workload conditions, color-

coding enables pilots to perform better on a weapons status retention task.

Dual task performance such as monitoring engine status while performing

target detection also shows faster response times for color-coded displays

(Wagner, 1977). The general utility of color-coding is still uncertain as

the results of many studies are mixed (Christ, 1975; Teichner, Christ, and

Corso, 1977; Tullis, 1981). It may turn out that performance with color-

coding excells principallyfor demanding, high-workload situations.

-The rapid development of color CRT hardware has resulted in a
proliferation of color displays. In addition to Air Force applications,

there are color displays for marine radar (Huddleston, 1983) and the FAA is

planning to implement color displays in air traffic control. The potential

for use of color display terminals in the business and scientific com-

munities is virtually infinite.

2
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Each new application for color displays has its associated
problems. Human operators view the displays and must make decisions based

upon what they perceive, The addition of color to a display format there-

fore brings with it all the problems of color defectives and issues

involving the color of ambient lighting, simultaneous color contrast,

Schromostereopsis, and chromatic aberration.

CRT color is not constant; phosphors age, beams and the shadow

mask misconverge, and beam currents may drift. And, of course, when color

coding is not consistent across display applications, some confusion may be

expected if operators must work with many displays. For color displays to

be most effective, consideration must be given to the hardware, to human

color perception, and to color-coding. This report will address each of

these three areas.

2.1 SOURCES OF COLOR SCIENCE

There are numerous sources that address visual science, color

vision, color displays and associated technology. It is beyond the scope

of this report to review these in depth; however some citations may be

useful. For the individual new to the field, DleMars' (1975) report on

color in display systems is a good introduction to color andvision. Human

factors considerations are elaborated in many design guides such as Van

Cott and Kinkade (1972) and Farrell and Booth (1975). Basic visual

psychophysics is treated in great detail in Graham (1965).

Color perception and the psychophysics leading to international

color standards are described by Wright (1969); Boynton (1979) also

described some of the historic development of color science. Color

calculations and practical examples relating to color measurement may be

found in Judd and Wyszecki (1975). Extensive data relating to color and

optical considerations are given by Wyszecki and Stiles (1982). Color

coding of display information has been reviewed by Christ (1975; 1976) and

a color display design guide by Krebs, Wolf, and Sandvig (1978) addresses

many color-coding situations.

3



3.0 HARDWARE

3.1 BACKGROUND: THE COLOR CRT

Development of the color shadow-mask CRT actually began in 1949

when RCA decided to develop a full-color tube. Technology has come a long

way from the earliest tubes that were first demonstrated publically in

1950. Herold (1974) gives an extensive discussion of these historical

details.

A typical shadow-mask color CRT has three electron guns each

driven by its own electronics. The beam from each gun is focused such that

it strikes one of the three primary phosphor dots. The. phosphor dots are

grouped in threes to form triads. Each phosphor dot emits light energy

having its own characteristic spectral emission. Thus, the output from the

CRT is typically a mixture of three relatively narrowband photic emissions. -

It is the human eye that "integrates" these three "primaries" into the

array of colors normally perceived. Consequently, the perceiver cannot be
divorced from the display, for without the perceiver there are no colors, *.

.only distributions of energy. For this reason the science of color

measurement has had to develop procedures to take the observer "into
account." Bartleson (1968) presents a very lucid summary of color

perception as it relates to CRT viewing.

Assuming a consistent observer, there are many ways in which a CRT

display can affect perceived color. Differential aging of the three
phosphors can alter the color balance. For example ,-,the-P22 -*green"
phosphor ages more quickly than the "blue" and "red" P22 phosphors (Martin,

1971).

The choice of appropriate phosphors is a very complicated process

involving color, persistence, brightness, aging, and resolution. Woodcock
and Leyland (1979) have summarized many of these issues in modern phosphor

technology. The light output of phosphors is not linear with the input
signal. In black and white monitors, the gamma (luminance versus intensity

4



function) can be optimized by an iterative process to produce a set of

equally discriminab'e contrast steps (Catmull, 1979; Briggs, 1981). For

color monitors, the problem is much more complicated because there is no
single gamma function that would be suitable for all colors.' Each beam

affects the color balance and, for particular ratios of currents, even

small vzriations can dramatically alter the perceived color. At high beam

currents the shadow mask may heat up and expand causing a misregistration
between the phosphor dots and their beams. This is one way misconvergence

may occur, altering color purity. Color purity mry also be influenced by

the environment. Shock, vibration, and ambient magnetic fields decrease

convergence and hence, purity. In the past, these problems were lessened

by using beam penetration tubes rather than shadow mask CRTs; however the

color gamut was restricted to red, orange, yellow and greens. It has not

been practical for beam penetration tubes to produce blues. The two CRT

technologies have been compared by Brun and Martin (1980).

Calibration of a CRT monitor is not a simple process because so

many parameters are subject to changes outside of the operator's control.

We will describe our calibration mdthodology in detail in a later section

of this report. At this point it will suffice to point out that:

"If CRTs are used to display images for evaluation
"purposes, the image chain analysis must consider their
characteristics, and strict quality control measures
must be applied during their use. Even when operating
as designed, almost all CRTs introduce a variety of
contrast and geometric errors into the displayed image.
A further source of error is fotnd in conventio.nal color
CRTs where registration problems are common. Regardless
of the type of CRT installation in use, luminance,
contrast response, color, a d geometric characteristics
must be tested at least daily during evaluation
sessions" (Booth and Schroed r, 1977, p. 17).

5ii
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t. . ...... .. ......... ...... . ...-
S3.2 THE VIPER FACILITY

The AFAMRL VIPER facility, consists of an International Imaging

Systems (12S) Model 70E digital imagery hardware with a Digital Equipment

Corporation PDP-11/34 host computer. The system can digitize imagery from

hardcopy and video cassettes, create graphics imagery, or can read in

imagery from digital tape. Once digitized, images can be transformed and

enhanced in a variety of ways including the applicatiorn of false or
pseudocol or. .-

A pi.cture (in VIPER) is defined as one refresh memory (image

chdnnel) which ultimately drives the R, G, B electron guns of a color

monitor or the single gun of the color graphics camera. The image channel

is composed of 8 planes of 512 x 512 pixel arrays, together forming pixels

which equate to 8 bits of possible intensity (values 0-255). The

information in each pixel is fed through three look-up tables (R, G, B),

three output function memories (R, G, B), three D/A converters (R, G, B),

three video generators and then drives the three R, G, B guns of the

monitor or the single gun of the color camera.

The actual colors and luminances to be produced are determined by

assigning the appropriate intensity values to each' of the R, G, B look-up

tables. These intensities or bit-values are assigned under software

control. Thus, the operator can specify intensity over the range 0.0 to

1.0 (minimum t, maximum) and obtain bit-values from 0 to 255 by a linear

transformation for each of the R,. G, B tables.

For these studies, an Aydin Model 80t^3 R, G, B high resolution

monitor provided softcopy display. Hardcopy output was via film trans-

parencies produced by a Matrix Instruments. Co. Model 4007 color graphics

camera. The camera system is built arouhd a high-resolution black and

white CRT that exposes photographic media through each of three color

separation filters. Color fil;n was exposed once through each of the three

filters. CRT controls for contrast, brightness and exposure duration for
each color separation filter were set to achieve an acceptable color

6
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balance. That is, we desired film exposures that would yield a white
(2500 0K-65000K) for tungsten projection when the bit settings were

approximately equal (Greenberg, Marcus, Schmidt, and Gortney, 1982). Once

settings that produced an acceptable white were obtained, no further

adjustments were made on the hardware.

In theory, both outputs can be nearly equivalent. Clapper,

Gendron, and Browstein (1973) have argued that the color gamuts of additive

color systems (e.g., CRTs) and subtractive systems (e.g., films) are alike

if mechanisms associated with the photographic system are taken into

account. That is, modern film dyes have crosstalk inhibition across the

layers to reduce unwanted absorptions. Also, film density can never be

zero; there is always some absorption. At equal luminances, the CRT and

film systems are similar in color gamut. In practice, Lhis was not the.

case with the VIPER system because the same video signal fed both the CRT

"monitor and the graphics camera's CRIT. It would have been an impossible

task to have found a single set of color bit-values such that the same

colors would have been produced simultaneously on both outputs. This is

due to the fact that the camera-film-projection system has a gamma

(luminance/transmissivity versus intensity) function different from the CRT

monitor.
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4.0 COLOR THEORY AND CALIBRATION

In this section we will review some of the aspects of color theory

relevant to our task objectives and will indicate why there are still

problems with color calculations based on theory. Our treatment is brief

and non-mathematical; detailed explanations are available in the references

cited.

4.1 BACKGROUND

The development of a framework for the specification of colors has

had a long history extending back to MaxwellI's col or mi xi ng curves of the

1860's (Maxwell, 1860). Yet, even today, color specification is not
complete and, in fact, current specifications contain substantial in-

accuracies that lead to shortcomings for our applications. Problems with

color specification have a serious impact on the visual display domain when.

color CRTs are incorporated into a system design. Currently, one canr~tia

specify the design criteria for chromatic displays and be confident that

the gamut of hues and saturations chosen will be visible and discriminable

if particular display luminances and ambient lighting conditions are

employed. Not only is this state of affairs frustrating for des irgn

engineers, it represents a crucial gap in our ability to assur.. that

military applications will actually benefit from the latest technology; it

remains for the human factors specialist to delineate the appropriate

display requirements to render the use of color beneficial. I

Research on chromatic displays has been reviewed in some detail

over the past decade. In general, the research has been directed at color

coding, visual search, and symbology size and density (Cook, 1974; Christ,

1975;. Barker and Krebs, 1977; Shurtleff, 1980). Most of the data describe

color coding effects on human performance and little human factors research
has been directed at problems of simultaneous color contrast and hue

discrimination. Human factors design guides for graphic displays address

the color contrast and ambient illumination issues only in a qualitative

8



*manner (Krebs, et. al., 1978; Smith, 1978). Eýen t;ie Boeing group's exten-

sive treatment on color does not include any quantitative detail on chroma-
.4 tic discrimination under conditions relevant for the cockpit environment

(Farrell and Booth. 1975). Int fact, Boeing had to conduct their own color

display studies to obtain design criteria for the cnlor displays in the

757-767 co,mnercial airplanes (Silverstein and Merrifield, 1981).

One may ask, rightfully, why theory and data are so deficient in

this area. Part of the answer lies in the technological advances alluded
to earlier. Due to the rapid development of higher luminance shadow mask

CRTs, a data base different from that typically employed to support low

luminance work is required. The original, low luminance work was done with

broadband light sources under precise experimental control. Modern CRT

displays employ relatively narrowband light sources. These sources may
produce a quality of color perception different from that suggested by the

standard data obtained with broadband sources. In addition, the precisely

controlled experimental data may over-estimate performance under field

conditions. The other part of the problem lies within the intrinsic nature

of color itself. The manner in which color specification was originally
formulated was dictated by the fact that color is not a physical phenomenon
but is a subjective, psychological one. Colors are the result of human

detection and perception of electromagnetic energy over a wavelength range

of approximately 400-700 nm.. Since color resides in the brain, no physical
instrument can measure color directly; rather, spectral radiometric

measurements are made and then multiplied by functions believed to

represent average human sensitivity to light or color.

Current color specifications produce some disturbing anomalies

(Kinney, 1982). For ex,.,ple, one might think that a blue and a white light
of equal photopic luminance should appear equally bright; they do not. The
blue will be brighter. If two colors match under moderate illumination,

the match may fail under high illumination, especially if the degree of
metamerism is high (Wright, 1936). Metamerism refers to the subjective

match of colors which in fact have different spectral distributions. (A

precise discussion of metamerism is given by Robertson (1983).) These

9 .
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anomalies can be very frustrating but are not surprislnq given the nature

of the development of chromatic specification.

4.2 THE CIE

The current method for specifying photopic luminance was esta'-

lished in 1924 by the Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE). The

CIE approved a visibility curve, VX, which is supposed to represent the

average sensitivity of a fully light-adapted human fovea to the visible

spectrum of radiant energy. V was derived by combining data from two

principal techniques of heterochromatic photometry: the cascade, or

step-by-step method, and flicker photometry. Unlike flicker photometry,

the cascade method compares only similar spectral regions and avoids

heterochromatic matches across large spectral separations (e.g., blue vs.

red). Under the conditions employed in- determining VA, the laws of color

additivity appear to hold. When additivity is- valid, the weighted energy

at each wavelength can be summed to arrive at a photometric luminance

value. Flicker, small step-by-step and minimum border techniques usually

obey additivity laws (Wagner and Boynton, 1972). Heterochromatic bright-

ness matches across large spectral separations often yield additivity

failures; this is why, for example, blue may appear brighter than its

luminance would suggest. Judd (1951) proposed a correction to VA to

minimize this problem. Clearly, the shape of the VA curve depends upon the

method used in collecting the data. In 1924 when spectral luminosity was

specified, it was adequate for a science of photometry based on tungsten

sources where differences between measurement and visual perceptions are

minor (Kinney, 1982). Now that there 3re numerous narrowband CRT sources,

many researchers have suggested that VX be revised, especially in the short

wavelength region (Cowan, 1982). No doubt there will be considerable

reluctance to do this because color specifications are also tied to VA.

10
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The. luminosity function V\ is valid only under the conditions for

which (ihe original data were coll~cted. Most researchers used a 2- or 3-

degree field and averages were used to compute VA. Actually, there is a .•

substantidl amount of individual variability in the data (see, for example,

Committee on Colorimetry, 1963, p. 226 and Wright's telling comment in

Boynton, 1979, p. 403, and for a recent discussion, Vienot, 1.0).

In 1931, the CIE sanctioned the "standard observer" for color.

The color-matching functions of Guild (1931) and Wright (1928-29) were

combined to produce a set of average color-matching functions based on 17

subjects. Wright has summarized the details of the process in a transcript

reprinted in Boynton (1979). The functions resulted from the experiments

on color matching with either mixtures of spectral primaries of red, green

and blue (Wright, 1928-29) or R, G, and B filters (Guild, 1931). When

produced with real primaries, color-matching functions always contain some

negative numbers. The CIE therefore decided to transform the primary

system from the real R, G, B values to a new imaginary set, X, v,, Z, that

had certain desirable features. First, a positive coordinate system was

produced so that all color-matching functions based on real primaries will

contain only positive values. Second, X and Z were located on the alchyne,

i.e., the locus of colors in chromaticity space that has zero luminance.

The color-matching function for Y was made identical to VA after some

adjustment of the R, G, B stimulus luminances. The assumption that color

and luminance are independent of each other was a clever notion. Strictly

speaking, they are not. Nevertheless, VX was incorporated into the defini- -'

tion of the 1931 CIE standard observer. When the X, Y, Z color-matching

functions are each multiplied by the spectral radiance of a color to be

specified and weighted appropriately, the 1931 CIE X, Y, Z tristimulus

values are produced. These are normalized to 1.0 and the familiar 1931

chromaticity chart is obtained by plotting X and Y. -:*t

The 1931 CIE system is a mathematical abstraction of the original

data and the fact that the X, Y, Z primaries are imaginary (not physically

realizable) must be accepted as a consequence of the constraints imoosed in

a linear projection from one coordinate system (R, G, B) to another (X, Y,

11'.,, :77,
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Z). it must be remembered that the 1931 CIE chromaticity diagram is simply

a method to represent color In a standardized manner. The diagram was

derived from averaged data and should not be used to infer differences in

color appearance and perception without some care. Fur example, the 1931

chromaticity diagram was bised on a 2-degree field size. For fields above

4-degrees, th. CIE has approved the 1964 CIE large field standard observer.

Stiles (IS.J) has described the history of color matching and compared the

large- and small-field data. To date, there is no standard observer for

fields ¶maller than l-degree.

The 1931 and 1964 chromaticity diagrams are similar in shape and

function. They both allow specification V" a color's chromaticity indepen-

dent of its luminance. Neither preserves the perceptual spacing among

colors. This means that the chromaticlty digranis cannot be used to infer

perceived color difference.

4.3 COLOR DIFFERENCES
.f V.

Color discrimination has been extensively investigated by MacAdam

(1942). Althouph his original work involved only low luminances (13.9

ft-L) and one subject, later studies with many subjects confirmed the basic

data -set (Brown and MacAdam, 1949; Brown, 1951, 1957). MacAdam (1942) did t-'

color matches to determine color discrimination and calculated the standard

deviations for the matches. He found that, when represented on the 1931

CIE chromaticity diagram, the standard deviations plotted as ellipses.

This meant that discrimination (and hence, color perception) was not equal S.

throughout the 1931 CIE diagram.

MacAdam and his coworkers have thoroughly researched methods to

represent color differences. They have shown that any two-dimensional

representation will involve some compromises as the basic space of

chro ticity differences is three-dimensional (Silberstein, 1943).

Neve heless, MacAdam has developed a way to represent color differences in

a pae such that distances among colors are as perceptually equal as

1.
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possible. *These data have become the basis of the 1960 CIE Uniform

Chromaticity Scale (UCS). The UCS diagram is a linear projection of the

1931 CIE diagram such that any color d:fference is taken to be equally

perceptible from any other based on a 2-degree field size. If the diagram

were perfect and there were no experimental error, MacAdam's ellipses would :%

plot as circles (see MacAdam, 1942); in actuality, they only approximate

this ideal situation.

Like the 1931 CIE representation, the 1960 tICS diagram does not

address the luminance issue. The absolute appearance of hues does depend

upon their luminances (Purdy, 1931; Savole, 1973) but color discrimination

does not change much over moderate changes in luminance (adaptatio,. levels)

of 1-100 ft-L (Brown and MacAdam, 1949; Brown, 1951; Siegel, 1969). Field

size and chromatic adaptation are more important determinants of color

discrimination (MacAdam, 1959; Bartleson, 1979).

4.4 COLOR DISCRIMINATION FORMULAE

An obvious extension of the 1960 UCS data is to include the lumi-

nance factor. This has been done in a variety of proposed color-difference

formulae (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1982). Recently the CIE sanctioned two

revised color spaces (CIE Colorimetry Committee, 1974; Robertson, 1977).

The CIE L*a*b* and L*u*v* spaces can be used to calculate an index of color

difference. Whether or not a given difference will be discriminable under

some particular set of circumstances is another matter.

Galves and Brun (1975) have proposed a formula which produces a

"Detection Index" that includes factors for chrominance, luminance, and

contrast thresholds. They are sketchy on the sources of some of their data

but the concept is an interesting one because It attempts a synthesis of

many of the factors affecting visual detection.

13
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A different approach has been taken by John Laycock and his

coworkers in England (Laycock and Viveash, 1981; LaycocK, 1982). They have

developed computer routines to delineate lines of constant hue and

saturation at various luminances. Their representation is a convenient

extension of the CIE data and cdn even take, chromatic adaptation into

account. The approach derives from theory and its merits will have to he

demonstrated in an applied environment.

Recent work on chromatic di scrimi nation seems to emphasize an

integratiun of data and theory. Boynton and hie associates have developed

equations to describe cone sensitivity and have measured chromatic differ-

ences to test an opponent-color model (Boynton and Kambe, 1980; Boynton and

Wisowaty, 1980). Pobt, Costanza, and Lippert (1982) have compared

chromatic and achromatic contrast in terms of the CIE calor-difference

formulae. Carter (1982) has developed a computer routine to ascertain the

optimal set of colors to be displayed depending on number of targets,

luminance, and CR1 phosphor primaries. All of these efforts are directed

to take color science closer to sound quantitative predictions with

relevance for the applied environment. However, until sufficient research

exists, some care must be taken in using the results if calculations tooi1

*literally. We will argue later that the mod-ils of color vision developed

to date are not accurate enough to permit good prediction of color

discrimination for applied uses.

4.5 CALIBRATION AND COLOR THEORY

4.5.1 Color CR~s

According to the rules )f color mixing, the chromuaticity of a

color on a CRT can be specified by knowing the relationship between the

intensity bits set in the software of the imaging system and the R, G, B

gun outputs. That is, each CRT gun and its associated phosphor can be

measured separately for luminance and chromaticity and the coordinates of

the display colors can be derived by applying Grassman's color mnixing

equations (Wyszecki and Stiles, 1982). A necessary and usually valid

14
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assumption is that the CRT guns operate Independently of each other. The

concept is that the tristimulus values for each source (gun) can be summed

to compute the tristimulus values for the resultant color. The
mathematical summation Is meant to describe the additive color mixture

.- processed by the eye of the CIE standard observer.
*5*

To obtain individual R, G, B tristimulus values, it is necessary N

to be able to predict the chromaticities and luminances of each of the CRT

primaries. In practice, the chromaticity is not constant as the intensity

of a given CRT gun is varied, nor is the luminance output linear with the

software bit assignment. Some typical bit assignment versus luminance

functions are shown in Figure 1. Clearly, a large number of measurements
must be made to specify color and luminance accurately. Since CRT monitors

drift, some procedure for measurement correction is also necessary if very

high accuracies are required.

One approach that has been used to calibrate a color CRT monitor

employs an automatic data collection and analysis procedure (Farley and

Gutmann, 1980). A spectroradiometer, under computer control, measures the

CRT output. Input to the CRT is also computer generated. With appropriate M

software, a large number of data points can be collected and the CRT 2
primaries characterized throughout their intensity range. i

According to Farley and Gutmann (1980), quadratic models Can be .m

derived to fit the luminance/bit-value relationship. In practice though, Q%
they found that the luminance predictions were not sufficient for their "{'

display system applications. Rather, they chose to linearize the luminance
output of each CRT primary. They measured the luminance of each R, G, B
gun at each of 16 equally spaced intervals over the range of the intensity .

bit settings. Values between the 16 measured luminances were obtained by
interpolation and linear bit-value/luminance tables wero constructed to map

the linear-nonlinear relationship. This extra step simplified calculations
because the CIE tristimulus values were linearly related to the new bit- 5;.

value/luminAnce tables. Once the tristimulus values were determined for ,o
each bit-value, the inverse function could be found which related chroma- ,

ticity and luminance to bit-value.

15
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Farley and Gutmann (1980) also designed an automated recalibration
system so that the spectroradiometer could be calibrated periodically as

"the color monitor was being characterized. Clearly, such an exact

characterization of a color CRT is only possible with the aid of computer

control, as their entire calibration procedure required many hours (Post,

1983).

4.5.2 Color Films

Color CRT monitors are but one possible output device for a

"digital image processing system. With a suitable color graphics camera,

color transparencies can be produced. Naturally, there is a desire to

relate the chromaticities produced by illumination of the film to the N."

digitally assigned bit values. In this case the characterization process

is more complicated than for a CRT because the system is open loop; the

film must be processed and then the chromaticities determined as referenced

to a particular source of white light.

The color film output is also more difficult to characterize

because film transparency is a subtractive color system. Rather than

adding three primaries to produce a given color as a CRT does, subtractive

systems selectively remove the unwanted portions from a white illuminant to

'leave the desired colors. Each of the dye layers of color film acts as a

notch filter when exposed and developed. The resulting colors depend upon

all three dyes because there is considerable "crosstalk" in addition to the

nonlinearities in the density that results from exposure.

Wallis (1975) has described a film calibration procedure in his

dissertetion. In general, the approach is similar to that described
earlier for CRT characterization except that no attempt was made to

linearize bit values and luminance (density, for film). This made Wallis'

(1975) calculations very complicated.

If a CRT image is photographed, the resulting colors will not be a

faithful reproduction of the original colors. The color distortions could

17
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be eliminated if suitable predistortions were introduced such that the

mapping were the exact inverse of the expected distortions. As Wallis

(1975) points out, conceptually this is a sir.,ple process but

computationally it is definitely nontrivial. In his research he describes -

two general approaches. The direct method requires a mathematical model
•V

that describes the interactions of the display and film. The model is then

inverted to produce the predistortion needed to give faithful film

recording.

Wallis' (1975) second approach is indirect in that formal I
mathematical inversion is not required. He argues that "even with these

f] approximate numerical procedures, the dominant sources of subjective errors

in the colorimetric corrections are due to inadequacies in the visual model

"upon which the calculations are based, and not on the numerical errors

"themselves" (1975, p. 154). Wallis (1975) actually settled on the indirect

prccedure for mapping color to film transparency. He determined the

ensemble of input and output vectors empirically and Implemented his

predistortion calculations. Wallis (1975) found that chromatic adaptation

was very important. Simple normalization of the X, Y, Z tristimulus

values, as is normally done for reflecting objects, was not adequate to

::J correct for adaptation to tungsten illumination. Adaptation to other

chromaticities c3n be even more dramatic; with blue-green adaptation, I
whites can look yellow-red (Kinney and Cooper, 1967).

Wallis (1975) also found that attempts to add neutral density to

.4 the film did not appear neutral when projected. Apparently the eye will

not completely adapt to the "white" of the projector. Film is nonlinear

and the color balance of the image scene affects the film. The particular

white chosen is critical ; exposure variations of less than 1/2 f-stop

resulted in noticeable color shifts. Surprisingly, Wallis (1975) found

that the film processing itself was quite consistent.
-A4

Both the CRT characterization and the color film calibration just

described applied the formal rules of color science to produce "exact"

solutions in terms of color calibration. In both cases the investigators

18
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• • had applicitions that required precise color control -- control that was

onty achieved with extensive computer processing and constant recalibra-

tion. Does this mean that no control over color is possible without these JI

elaborate procedures? Not at all. We suggest that the following metho- /

dology will suffice if a facility's requirements are not too stringent.

4.6 AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH

Theoretical approaches to color characterization via models of the

imaging systems offer mathematical elegance that many investigators find

desirable. From the practical side of color science, however, it must be

realized that there ere insufficient data to permit the development of a

perfect model. And some of the more successful models are nonlinear

(MacAdam, 1963; Bartleson, 1979; Burns, Smith, Pokorny, and Elsner, 1982).

There is no value in obtaining precision that exceeds needs. We have

therefore chosen to take a very basic approach to the task of color charac-

terization of the CRT and film outputs of the AFAMRL VIPER facility. This

approach is in keeping with the constraints imposed by not having an

automated data collection facility. Since we lacked the means to collect

large amounts of data easily, we could not determine colors by following

the theory of color science and summing the tristimulus values for each -'

primary. We needed an alternative approach to predict what software bit

assignments would produce the CRT colors of most interest to the VIPER

facilty. In addition, we wanted to develop color calibration procedures

that were simple and did not require continued use of spectroradiometric

equipment.

We chose to use multiple regression analysis to predict

chromaticity from the software bit-value assignments. The procedure had

the advantage of treating the entire system as a black box and was simple

to implement. The procedure is adequate for basic false-color assignments

and is easy to apply with a minimum of measurements. It also allowed us to

avoid confusing the system's many operators as we did not have to alter the

linear transform between software intensity assignments and the actual

bit-values that determined each beam's intensity.
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5.0 VIPER CRT COLOR CALIBRATION

5.1 INITIAL SETUP

The Aydin color monitor was adjusted to factory specifications by

SAI technicians and the access to the controls was locked, leaving only the

over.ll brightness control avdilable to the operators.

Preparatory to each measurement session, the room lights were

extinguished and a black cloth hood was placed over the color monitor and

the radiometer head (Photo Research Model 710) to insure that only

CRT-produced light was measured. Test colors were always displayed in the

center of the screen in a square patch covering an area of 1.25 in. x 1.25

in. The radiometer head was positioned orthogonal td the CRT tube face at

a distance of 3.5 ft. We -ade all of our spectroradiometric readings by

using the automatic exposure mode wherein the instrument integrated over a

time sufficient for accurate readings. The radiometer was also set to

automatically obtain and average 10 individual readings.

At the beginning of each measurement session, we displayed an 8 x

8 matrix grey scale (64 levels) over the full CRT face and adjusted the

brightness control by eye such that the lowest two intensities were not

discriminable from the background of the CRT screen (about 0.8 ft-L). This

adjustment was done with the room lights off and the hood over the monitor

and radiometer. The luminance of the brightest grey shade (bit value 255)

was 30 ft-L. This same grey shade adjustment procedure was used before

each session; the minimum luminance was 0.8 ft-L and the maximum luminance

always varied between 27-30 ft-L. The grey shade scale produced a useful

dynamic range of about 30 dB.

The CRT R, G, B primaries were measured for chromaticity and

luminance as a function of the software bit-value assignments. The

relationship between the software assignment and the actual bit-value was

"always linear so that a software value of 1.0 represented the maximum bit-

value (255) and 0.0 gave the lowest value (0). Figure 1 (shown earlier)

reveals that the luminance/bit-value relationships are not linear. Table 1

gives the luminances and chromaticities (1960 UCS) as a function of the

20
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Table 1. Luminance and Chromaticity as a Function of Software Bit-Value
Assignment

Bit-Value Luminance Chromaticity Coordinates
Color (Normalized to 1.0) (ft.L) (1960 UCS)

U V

Red 1.0 7.43 .4045 .3566

.9 5.43 .4113 .3564 -•

.8 4.00 .4091 .3558
•.7 2.62 .4125 .3562 ,-
.6 1.65 .4120 .3553

.5 .86 .4210 .3560

.4 .33 .4445 .3553

.3 .06 .4954 .3504

Green 1.0 16.7 .1151 .3637

.9 14.4 .1085 .3664
-J .8 11.5 .1047 .3683

.7 8.11 .1039 .3691

.6 5.35 .1029 .3701

.5 3.02 .0993 .3721

.4 1.46 .0923 .3747

.3 .43 .0806 .3785

SBlue 1.0 3.22 .1787 .1003

.9 2.46 .1814 .0949

.8 1.85 .1814 .0925

.7 1.37 .1817 .0934
.6 .95 .1821 .0915

.5 .63 .1823 .0915

.4 .35 .1843 .0875

-.3 .16 .1872 .0825

n
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software intensity assignment. Note that chromaticity varies as a function

of beam intensity. The color gamut is larger for lower beam intensities.

This effect is shown In Figures 5 and 6. The spectral distributions of

each prioary are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. As is usual in mdny color

CRTs using P22 phosphors, blue and green have re' lively broad peaks

whereas red has several spikes. '

Spectroradiometric measurements of all three primaries, combined

at their maximum intensities, showed that the white produced was a rather

blueish 15,000 K. We adjusted the software assignments to 1.0, 0.92, 0.73

for the R, G, B guns, respectively, to produce a D65 white (6500 K), one of

the "standard" daylight whites. Figure 5 shows 065 plotted along with the

CRT primaries in the CIE 1931 chromaticity space. The same data are

plotted in Figure 6 in the CIE 1960 UCS diagram. (The remainder of the

chromaticity plots In this reportl will use the 1960 UCS diagram. The 1976

UCS diagram is intended primarily for use with the L*a*b and L*u*v color

difference formulae.) The triangle formed by the R, G, B primaries defines

the CRT color gamut for relatively high beam intensities. The chromaticity

shifts for the lower beam intensities and are plotted as "X's" in the two

figures. .m

.J.

5.2 DISPLAY VARIABILITY I

During each measurement session, the three primaries, the bit-

values which had earlier approximated D65 white, and the white produced by

* combining the three primaries at" their maximum intensities were measured

for chromaticity, luminance, and color temperature (where applicable) as a

function of the software bit-value assignments. Each of these measurements

(an average of 10 separate determinations) was made at least once in each

of 5 sessions extending over a one-month period. In most cases, each

measurement was made 3 or 4 times during a given session. The means and

standard deviations were computed and are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. CRT Display Variability of Luminance,
Chromaticity, and Color Temperature Over
a One-Month Period

Luminance
(ft.L) u v OK

MAXIMUM mean 27.8 .1837 .2833 14,854

WINTENST s.d. .76 .0015 .0014 975
WHITE ~~~n=65______ _____ ______ ____

D-65 WHITE mean 22.7 .1956 .3728 6,623

s A. .41 .0010 .0007 91

RED mean 6.34 .4069 .3562

s.d. .31 .0050 .0003-
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ n= 1 _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

GREEN mean 16.36 .1090 .3665-

s.d. 1.84 .0073 .0028-
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ n=22_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

BLUE mean 2.72 .1798 ..J83-

s.d. .20 .0031 .0064-
______________n= 16 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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An examination of Table 2 shows that the luminance of the CRT
ii monitor was quite stable. The green primary appears to exhibit the most

* :, variability both in terms of luminance and chromaticity. The color temper-

ature is not very stable; small changes in green may have been responsible.

Given that the measurements took place over an extended period, it appears

that the monitor was reasonably consistent for our purposes.

5.3 COLOR PREDICTION

The acr.uracy of predictions of the chromaticities of CRT colors

based on multiple regression of the software bit-value assignments rests

strongly on the choice of colors chosen for deriving the regression

coefficients. To test the efficacy of the regression strategy, we created

three data sets of measured CRT chromaticities.

Data Set I was derived from points chosen from the limits of the

CRT color gamut. When the chromaticities of the three CRT primaries are

joined by lines, the limits of possible CRT colors are defined by the space

enclosed within the resulting triangle. Figure 7 shows the triangular

color gamut and the 61 chromaticities that comprise Data Set 1.

Data Set 2 consisted of 27 points beginning at 065 white and

radiating outwards towards the midpoint of each side of the triangle that

defines the limits of the CRT color gamut. Figure 8 shows the '

chromaticities of this data set.

Data Set 3 was formed from 63 color points that had been measured

over a period of time. The points were somewhat randomly scattered

throughout the color space and are shown in Figure 9.

For each of the 3 data sets, multiple regressions were run to

predict u and v from the software bit-value assignments for the R, G, B

guns. Regressions were also run including luminance as a predictor.
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* The quality of the predictions for Data Set 1 was determined in

two ways. First, the Pearson product-moment correlation between the

predicted and actual chr~omaticity coordinates was computed. Then, the

* 'N regression coefficients were used to predict the chromaticity coordinates

of Data Set 3. The predicted and actual coordinates we're then correlated.

In addition to the correlations, we calculated the mean and standard

deviation of the Euclidean distance (on the 1960 UCS diagram) from the

* predicted to the actual points. Tible 3 summarizes the results.

4 The prediction equations are of the-form:

u= intercept + rR + gG + bB

v intercept + r'R + g'G + b'B, where

R, G, B are the software bit-values normalized to

1.0 and r, g, b are the regression coefficients.

When luminance is added to the predictors the equations become: K

U a intercept + rR + gG + bB + IL

v - intercept + r'R + g1G + b'B + l'L, where

L is the luminance in ft-L and 1 is the coefficient.4

As is apparent from Table 3, points along the periphery of the

color gamut do not predict points inside the color triangle very success-

fully. The difficulty is that all predictor points were composed of only

two primaries. The net ef fect on multiple regression is that the dimen-

sionality of the input variable space is reduced and the regression is not

accurate. Other regressions not reported here also reinforce the idea that

the best predictions occur when the colors comprising the regression data

set are composed of all three primaries.

The predictions of data sets based on Data Set 2 are shown in

Table 4. In Table 4 we show predictions when the data set from which the

regression coefficients are derived is reduced from 27 to 18 to 9 points.

The regression predictions are still acceptable even when the data base is
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reduced. The addition of luminance as a predictor variable does not seem -._
to help in the predictions. Based on these data, one could argue that only

a few measurements In the interior of the color gamut need be made to

achieve "reasonable" chromaticity predictions.

"Reasonable" needs some clarification because it is true that our
mean distances are substantially larger than MacAdam's (.1942) color-

discrimination ellipses. It might be inferred, therefore, that our
predictions are too imprecise to be useful. for imagery display. We have

several reasons to believe that this is not the case. First, MacAdam's

(1942) ellipses, which represent one standard deviation in color-matching

data, were produced under very carefully controlled experimental condi-

tions. Data collected under conditions relevant to CRT viewing show that
color discrimination Is much poorer than the MacAdam's (1942) data would

suggest (Ward, et al., 1983 a, b). The Ward et al. (1983 a, b) data show

that ease of color discrimination Is very hue dependent even when the 1960

UCS representation Is used; reds are the most difficult to discriminate

from one another. Furthermore, it should be remembered that the VIPER
facility uses color principally for Imagery pseudocoloring. This means

that, normally, there would not be more than 15 or 20 simultaneous colors

used at any one time and that their luminances would probably be similar.
Clearly, our predictions are more than sufficient to insure that 20

discriminable colors can be assigned and be reproduced on the CRT monitor.

The points of Data Set 3 were also subjected to regression analy-

sis to determine if a large number of points would produce better

regressions. As Table 5 shows, the correlations are not nearly as high as

those of Data Set 2. Data Set 3 was our criterion data set so naturally we

had no comparison for mean distance-error.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

Our overall conclusion is that the regressions on Data Set 2

constitute the best predictions (given our methodology) for the

chromaticities that can be expected on the Aydin CRT monitor as a result of
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given software hit-value assignments. Our methodology demonstrates thatonly a few points inside the tr.iangular color gamut need be measured forreasonable prediction if interest is restricted to the higher luminances.It should also be noted that we employed only first-order equations for Ipredicting. Our approach throughout this work is to usLe the simplest 
-procedure to obtain the desired result
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Table 5. Multiple Regression Predictions Derived From Data Set 3.

RESULTS FROM REGRESSIONS OF DATA SET 3

REGRESSION kEGPS ,• F•lENTS CORRELATION
DATA STT PARAMETERS u v u v

63 Points Intercept .2319 .2661 .87 .93
R .0989 .0442
G -. 1243 .1097
B -. 0323 -. 1406

63 Points Intercept .2363 .2691 .87 .93
R .0906 .0386
G -. 1466 .0944
B -. 0361 -. 1432
L .0014 .0009

27 Points Intercept .1784 .2459 .97 .98
R .1449 .0565
G -. 1297 .146

-. 0056 -. 164
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j 6.0 VIPER COLOR FILM CALIBRATIONS>-

6.1 INITIAL SETUPI,
The exposure, contrast, and brightness settings of the Matrix

Instruments color graphics camera Model 4007 were initially adjusted as

suggested by the factory manual. A Konica FS-I 35mm camera back was used

with Kodak Ektachrome ASA 64 daylight color film. The film was processed

by Kodak-recommended standard chemistry.

A test series of slides in which 64 grey shades (luminance

gradations) were assigned one of the three primary colors was produced.

From this series, we determined the best relative exposure settings for

each primary (color separation filter). Attempts to reproduce the pure

grey shades by combining the three primaries failed initially. We found

white and grey shades to be unmistakably red. The excess red exposure also

gave the colors a muddy appearance. We began a systematic variation of the

red and blue exposures until an acceptable white could be produced along

with the best possible dynamic range of color. When this had been

achieved, the overall exposure was varied systematically and adjusted.

The slides were projected onto a screen (Knox Series 300

Spectator) by a Kodak Ektagraphic projector (Model AF-2) at a distance of

13 feet. The zoom lens (Ektanar, 4-6 In, ff3.5) of the projector was set

to produce the largest image. The chromaticities were measured using the

spectroradiometer at a distance of 12 ft. from the screen with the room

lights extinguished.

6.2 DISPLAY VARIABILITY

A number of readings of luminance, chromaticity, and color

temperature (where applicable) were taken from slides made in five

different sessions during a three-week period. Table 6 presents the means

and standard deviations of the three measures for the maximum intensity

white; luminance and chromaticities are also shown for the three primaries.
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Table 6. Color Slide Variability for Luminance, 
Chromaticity, and

f Color Temperature Over a Three-Week Period

MAX I mum
INTENSITY mean 20.5 .2230 .3484 3758

WHITE s.d. 2.00 .0020 .0024 89

RED mean 2.15 .5056 .3491

s.d. .66 .0245 .0022

GREEN mean 7.92 .1586 .3754

s.d. .94 .0059 .0014

BLUE mean .16 .1841 .0832

s.d. .20 .0038 .0284
n= 11
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An examination of Table 6 reveals that the white is very stable. This

stability is an indication that the primaries must also be consistent as

small changes in the balance of primaries will usually alter the color

temperature of the white.

6.3 COLOR PREDICTION
*1

As was done for the CRT colors, multiple regression of the

software bit-value assignments was used to predict chromaticities of the

slide colors. Again, the index of prediction quality was the correlation
between predicted and actual chromaticity coefficients. In the case where

previously derived regression coefficients were used to predict to a

different set of points, the mean Euclidean distance from the actual to

predicted points was used as a quality index. Two data sets of measured

slide chromaticities were used. Data Set 1 consisted of 63 points. Four

intensity levels from each primary were combined in all possible

combinations, resulting in a set of 60 stimuli with useable densities.. "

Figure 10 shows the 60 chromaticities in this data set. Note that these

chromaticities represent the yellow-green region of the film color gamut

well. Saturation ranges are also well-represented. The figure does not .t

show many reds or blues because slides made with these chromnaticities had

very little transmittance and were therefore not useful for our purposes.
Our interest in color discrimination and pseudocolor requirei film imagery

with high transmittances.

All of the points in Data Set '2 were produced by restricting one

or two of the primaries to zero intensity. In effect, this produced points

with chromaticities near the extremes of the film color gamut. Actually

seven basic or reference colors were originally produced (see Figure 11)

and then small variations were introduced into the principal primary to

generate a graduated series of chromaticities about the reference color.

Only the reference chromaticities are plotted in Figure 11 because each

chromaticity series is indistinguishable from the reference point on the

scale of the figure. In dll, there were 62 points in Data Set 2.
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The results of the regression analysis on both data sets are shown

in Table 7. Preliminary analysis showed that regression predictions for

film were inferior to those for the CRT colors. The correlation coef-
(1 ficients were somewhat improved by the addition of second order variables

to *the regression equation. The prediction equations are of the form:

u intercept + riR + giG + biB + Wr + gi' + bl'B2

2 2I
V intercept + r2R + g2G + b2B + r2 + g2'G2 + b2'B2

As was the case for the CRT hues, the addition of luminance as a .

predictor variable did not seem to improve the predictions.

Data Set 1 was reduced to 49 points by eliminating those points
with u or v residuals above 0.05 in the original regression. This resulted

in considerable improvement in the correlation coefficients for the
regressions. Figure 12 shows the chromaticities of the 49 points retained.
This data set was then systematically reduced further to determine the
minimum number of points necessary for reasonable prediction. .-

The 49 point data set was reduced progressively to 33, 22, 15, and

10 points. Each reduction was made by deleting every third observation
from the next larger data set.7

/ .To test the efficacy of the regression coefficients determined. for
each subset above, we predicted selected points of Data Set 2. The points

chosen were those for which not more than one of the primaries was set at
iizero intensity. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 8. It is

clear that the mean error distance of prediction does not increase
dramatically until our regression data btse is reduced to 10 points. Based

on the individual u and v correlations, 22 points may constitute the
riminimum regression databae
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To ensure that the above results were not due to the particular

selection procedure, we subdivided the 49-point data in three different

ways. A 16-point data set was formed consisting of those points deleted

when the data set was reduced from 49 to 33 points. A 10-point data set r

was formed by selecting intensity bit-values for single primaries and grey

shade combinations. A 12-point data set was formed by selecting colors

representing the entire useful color space with each color approximately

equidistant from Its nearest neighbors (see Figure 17).

The analyses of the regressions of these three additional data

sets are also shown in Table 8. The 16- and 12-point data sets are vastly

superior to the 10-point set based on mean error distance. The poor

prediction associated with the 10-point set Is probably due to the fact

that these points fall at the extremes of the color space. When the 16-

point data set was compared to the previous subdivision of the 49 points, *"

we found that this set was equally effective.

When the 12- and 16-point data sets are compared, the 12-point set

is a superior predictor. This is not surprising because the 12-point set

was chosen systematically to represent the entire useful color film gamut.

6.4 CONCLUSION

The data presented above indicate that regression analysis can be -

applied to predict chromaticities resulting from a subtractive color

process (film) as well as additive color processes (CRT). As was the case

for the CRT color predictions, film color predictions are best when the

predicting data base is restricted to points from the interior of the

available color gamut. Insuring a systematic representation of the color

gamut produces the best data base.
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Table 8. Regression Data for Subsets of Data Set 1

RESULTS FROM REGRESSIONS USING DATA SET 1 RESULTS FOR PREDICTING DATA SET 2

REGRESS[I, REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS CORRELATION CORRELATIONS MEAN DIS- S.D. OF D0S- S• _,DATA SET PARAMETERS FRPREOIC 4iG: u V u -;EZ.O ~l2•RR"" ,

d Intercept .3714 .3009. ,

49 points R .1382 .0487.4 eliminate G -. 5293 .0789
high residuals B -. 0296 .0237 .99 .91 .99 .94 .02
from original R2  .0031 -. 0083
60-points G2  .2842 -.0295

82 -.0111 -. 0681

Intercept .3657 ' .3053 -- -R .1454 .0445 .
33 points G -. 531 .0752delete every B -. 0146 .0241 .99 .91 .99 .95 .02 .02 t ,
3rd obseation R20063 .01frcm 49 points r206 -. 1;,,

.2881 -. 0264
82 -o222 -. 0658

Intercept .3717 ".2856 I

22 points R .1248 .0804".
G -. 094 .0934delete every B -. 0068 .014 .99 .94 .99 .87 .02 .02

3rd observation R2  .0138 -. 0245from 33 points G2  .2588 -. 0437-0311 -. 0567 "'-.

Intercept .A573 .2659
R .1598 .1295

15 points G -. 497 .1057
delete every 8 -. 6351 -. 0081 .99 .95 .98 .76 .03 .03
3rd observation -.0504
from 22 points G2  .2429 -. 0582

82 -. 004 -. 0349

Intercept .175 .2985
R .6303 .0454

10 points -.0549 .0849
delete every a -19 -. 0887 .99 .90 .81 .87 .09 .08 r
3rd observation 2 -. 297 .0217
from 15 points G2  .2528 " .02

.58 -. 0492
82 -. 0167 .0432

Intercept .3911 .2906
R .1032 .0585

16 points G -. 5713 .0913
!uslng every 8 -. 1098 .0249 .99 .89 .98 .90 .03 .02
3rd observation R2  .0377 -. 007
from 49 points .3375 -. 0415

.0596 -. 0718

Intercept .3097 .2242

10 points R .5158 .3127 ""

primaries G -. 4706 .3392
anigay 8 -. 3115 -. 3117 .99 .99 .81 .87 .3 .07
shades Ri -. 3167 -. 1888

s e G.31 -. 1852
2 .1886 .1581

Intercept .3641 .3121
R .0274 .027812 points G -. 6083 .028

selected for 8 -. 1685 .0965 99 .80 .98 .95 .03 .02R2 .1172 .0072
study G2  .3879 .0264 IN

B2 .1533 .1416 . . /
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-, 7.0 COLOR DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENT -.*

In the previous section we have shown that it is possible to pre-_

dict adequately film color from software bit-values. These predictions

were all done using the 1960 UCS diagram. Equal distances on this diagram r .
• are supposed to represent equal perceptual distances or steps. As was

discussed earlier, there is some uncertainty about the adequacy of the UCS

representation for certain color applications. Since our interest is in

pseudocolor of film imagery, it is important to establish the suitability

of the UCS representation for this application. The following experiment
was designed to determine the limits of film color discrimination for a.

color-normal population.

7.1 'METHOD

7.1.1 Stimuli

Our stimuli were designed to present two juxtaposed patches of

color of equal or slightly different chromaticities. Seven chromaticities
were chosen as reference colors and always appeared on the left side of the

stimulus field. The reference colors chos',n were the three primaries, the '*-

three hues produced by combining equal-intensity bit-values of two pri-

maries, and a white produced by combining equal-intensity bit-values of the .v' \

three primaries. (The chromaticities of these reference colors were shown

in Figure 11.)

The white data set consisted of three subsets. Each subset was
formed by systematically reducing the intensity bit-value of one of the

three primaries. This resulted in a yellow-tinted set, a purple-tinted

set, and a cyan-tinted set; all of these sets had the same white reference

hue. Table 9 lists the reference white and its three subsets of comparison

hues. The comparison hue, which was sometimes identical to the reference r
hue, always appeared on the right side of the stimulus field.

.zIFor each of the reference colors other than white, a single data

set was formed consisting of hues which were identical to the reference hue

49
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Table 9. Chromaticities of Desaturated Stimuli,
Used in Color Discrimination Experiment

,,....

REFERENCE HUE COMPARISON HUE

u v Luminance Distance from
(Ft-L) Reference

Yellow-Tinted White .2243 .3495 19.7 .002

Luminance = 22.1 Ft-L .2200 .3507 19.8 .002

u = .2223 .2221 .3535 19.1 .007

v = .3334 .2279 .3577 20.7 .010

.2299 .3597 19.3 .014

Purple-Tinted White .2235 .3485 19.1 .0001

Luminance = 22.1 .2234 .3475 19.1 .0007

u = .2223 .2238 .3475 19.3 .001

v - .3334 .2251 .3495 19.8 .001
.2257 .3477 20.1 .002

_Cyan-Tinted White .2221 .3474 19.8 .002

Luminance - 22.1 .2216 .3480 19.7 .002

u - .2223 .2192 .3479 20.6 .006

v - .3334 .2180 .3531 23.7 .010

.2141 .3485 19.1 .011

/
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or varied slightly in chromaticity from it, These hues., which always

appeared in the right side of the stimulus field, were produced by system-

atically reduicing the intensity bit-value of one of the primaries. Table

10 lists these six reference colors and their respective data sets. There

were 60 slides in all.

7.1.2 Subjects

The subjects were 63 students who were enrolled in an introductory

Psychology class at a midwestern university. They received extra credit

for participating in the study. No subjects reported having any color

vision problems when questioned'.

7.1.3 Testing Procedure

Subjects were tested in groups numbering 6 to 10. They were

seated 8 to 15 feet from the projection screen on which slides were pro-

jected by a Kodak Ektagraphic projector from a distance of 13 feet. Each

block of color measured 15 in. wide x 25 in. long on the projection screen.

The two adjacent blocks to be discriminated w=re separated by a vertical

line 0.5 in. wide. The stimulus pattern subtended a minimum of 9.3 degrees

of visual angle for subjects furthest from the screen. All lights in the

room were extinguished with the exception of a single 60-watt bulb provid-

ing indirect lighting behind the projector and -e subjects.

The 60 slides were presented in ran :om order fur approximately 10

seconds each. The subject's task for each slide was to indicate on his

answer sheet whether he perceived the two blocks of color to be the same or

different.

7.2 RESULTS
•:i

Figures 13 and 14 show the proportions of persons perceiving the

two blocks of color as different as a function of the UCS-distance between P,

the hues. Where hues are principally white, such as those in Figure 13,

5,
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Table 10. Chromaticities of Saturated Stimuli Used 4

in Color Discrimination Experiment

.4

REFERENCE HUE COMPARISON HUE
u v Luminance Distance from

(Ft-L) Reference

I1

GPEEN .1492 .3765 6.26 .007

Luminance - 7.76 Ft-L .1423 .3780 5.72 .016

u = .1556 .1343 .3796 4.71 .024
v - .3753 .1277 .3800 4.05 .032

BLUE .1853 .0768 .0890 .001

Luminance - 1.02 .1834 .0745 .0731 .002
u - .1831 .1837 .0841 .0741 .009
v a .0744 .1808 .0785 .0582 .006

.1745 .0915 .0415 .017

RED .5150 .3483 1.76 .0009
Luminance - 1.73 .5129 .3483 1.71 .004
u - .5160 .5143 .3485 1.63 .003
v - .3480 .5107 .3480 1.55 .004

.5023 .3497 1.72 .003
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Table 10. (Continued)

COMPARISON HUE

REFERENCE HUEUC-
u y Luminance Distance From

(Ft-L) Reference

YELLOW .2467 .3713 17.7 .0003

Luminance =16.2 Ft-L .2466 .3720 16.7 .002

u - .2444 .2482 .3721 15.1 .005

v - .3712 .2524 .3721 14.8' .008

.2564 .3720 16.3 .011

PURPLE .4549 .3117 3.39 .005 '

Luminance *3.34 .4612 .3107 2.88 .008

u- .4506 .4732 .3189 2.83 .019

v - .3093 .4758 .3231 2.77 .030

.4842 .3299 2.66 .041

CYAN .1393 .3330 10.3 .003

Luminance =10.1 .1361 .3334 9.58 .006

u -. 1425 .1377 .3381 9.39 .011

v- .3301 .1369 .3441 8.96 .018

.1389 .3519 8.84 .026
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most subjects can discriminate hue differences of very small UCS distances.
As the UCS-distance between hues approaches 0.006, nearly 100 percent of

subjects perceived a color difference. Discrimination of highly saturated
hues, as shown in Figure 14, is almost as good for cyan, blue, yellow, and

greens as for thc tinted whites. At a UCS distance of 0.008, color

discrimination is nearly 100 percent for cyan, blue, and yellow. Discrimi-

nation for green reached 100 percent at approximately 0.015 UCS distance-
units. However, discrimination, of the red and purple hues is much poorer.

In fact, there are some reversals for very small UCS distances.
Presumably, these are due to experimental error.

One might question whether reduced luminance is the cause of poor

discrimination of the purples and reds. However, looking back at Table 10,

we can see that the luminances do not differ greatly.

We must therefore conclude that persons cannot discriminate

chromaticity differences of reds and purples as well as those of other
hues. Ward, et al. (1983 a, b) reported the same result for hue

discrimination in high luminance conditions.

7.3 CONCLUSION

These data and those of others indicate that discrimination is

poor for red hues or those hues composed of a high red content. Therefore,

we recommend that reds, purples, and oranges be avoided or their chroma-

ticities be widely spaced to Insure adequate color discrimination.
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8.0 COLOR-CODING

8.1 INFORMATION DISPLAY WITH COLOR

The use of color to code Information displays goes back to William

Playfair who, in 1801, began color-coding maps and graphical materials.
*1 The use of color in statistical maps has been in widespread use since the

mid 19th century (Fienberg, 1979). Only recently, however, have

researchers begun to study the perceptual effects of color-coded informa-
tional displays. Some of these coding effects can be quite subtle. In map
color-coding, red areas tend to be judged larger than green areas if the

colors are highly saturated; there is no difference for low saturation

colors (Cleveland and McGill, 1983). A similar effect has been reported
with itunsell color chips and, in general, warm colors (reds and yellows)

appear larger than cool colors (greens and blues) (Tedford, Bergquist, and

Flynn, 1977).

The use of color can be overdone. Just because the eye can

discriminate over a million hues (Halsey and Chdpanis, 1951) does not mean

that any arrangement of color coding will be useful. The Bureau of Census
has used hue and saturation to color-code two dimensions in a bivariate
map. Their approach quickly leads to visual confusion (Trumbo, 1981).

Turte (1983, p. 153) has commented that "the complexity of multifunctioning

elements can sometimes turn data graphs into visual puzzles, crypto-

graphical mysteries for the viewer to decipher."

8.2 COLOR AND RADAR IMAGERY

The use of color to represent dimensions has been extended to

radar images witk only limited success. Harney, Martin, and Sullivan

(1978, cited by Hu dleston, 1983) coded infrared radar strength returns as
13 levels of brigh ness and range information as hue, with red for close,

yellow for intermediate, and blue for far. There were four levels of each
hue. The utility of the coding was restricted by the limited CRT

brightness range I variations in ambient lighting.
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Most work with radar imagery has been limited to a univariate

representation; the intensity of the radar return is coded as brightness in

a monochrome representation. The number of grey shades available for the

coding depends upon both the sensor and display media. In general, most

systems are display limited. Ordinary CRTs seem to be capable of 4-6 bit

(16 to 64 grey shades) resolution (3riggs, 1981) which is well below the

dynamic range of modern Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems, for

instance. Lamonica (1977) reports a dynamic range of 60 dB for SAR systems

and an ideal range of only about 30 dB for CRT and film display media.

Obviously all of the information gathered cannot be displayed at once.

~0 Actually, there is no advantage to h~aving a better display range as the

instantaneous monochrome dynamic range of the human visual system is about

25-35 dB under ideal conditions (Graham, 1965, p. 26). To circumvent the

display limits, typically the sensor signal is compressed at the high or

low end or the entire range is compressed, with the result that the fine

:~ granul~arity needed for target recognition is sacrificed.

As color display systems have become more common, researchers have

become interested in exploiting color as a coding vehicle. This may he

done by using color to extend the "effective" dynamic range of the display

% ~or the. dynamic range may be compressed and color-coded to declutter the

imagery. Radar information is usually coded in the intensity (brightness)
dimension, but the information could be coded as *hue and/or saturation.

A
Many radar color-coding schemes use some type of density (bit)

slicing technique (Gonzalez and Wintz, 1977). The available density range
of the image is divided into *a number of intervals and a color is assigned

for each interval. Thus, if a digital imagL had 256 intensity levels, the

range 0-85 might be represented by blue,.86-170 by green, and 171-255 by
red. In this example there are only three effective levels of information.

Color and intensity are often combined to extend the range. Only a few
colors (often 3) *are used and the input grey level or "density" range may

Vbe divided as is shown in Figure 15.
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The problem with combining hue and intensity is that interspersed

colors throughout the image create false boundaries that can be interpreted
as changes in terrain types or they may mask interesting features such as

military vehicles (Dragavon, Hershberger, and Whitt, 1977). A modification

of the bit-slice approach is to retain the color coding and also keep a

brightness residual as the colors are transitioned. Thus, the image

brightness always correlates with increases in input signal intensity, but

colors transition as signal intensity increases. Color becomes a redundant

code, with this approach. Unfortunately, the colors seem to mask some

targets; the transitions are unlikely to occur at the critical densities to

accentuate every target type. /

Saturation can also be used as a coding strategy. With film and

CRT displays there seems to be a limit of about 5 saturation levels for

each of the R, G, B primary colors. More levels just blend together as

indistinguishable white. Dragavon, et al., (1977) found the results of

saturation coding to be "very disappointing" subjectively; they, dfd not

collect any objective data.

Lamonica (1977) has performed extensive studies of color-coded SAR

imagery. His studies measured observer performance on three kinds of

mission tasks: strategic, tactical, and reconnaissance. He generated a

variety of color codes, based principally upon terrain rendition, and

settled upon two codes for detailed study. Both codes combined color and

brightness, with color redundant. There were two different codes because

one was thought appropriate for tactical and reconnaissance work and the

other was deemed better for ground painting and the larger targets of

strategic work. Lamonica (1977) also used a black-white intensity code.

In general, he found that pseudocolor did not help strategic mission tasks.

Color coding did improve performance for certain tactical and reconnais-

sance tasks, especially when the target returns were above the background

clutter.
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In general, it appears that color coding is viewed as an interest-

Ing coding strategy for radar imagery, albeit of limited practical value.

Dragavon, et al. (1977), felt that color coding led to "ambiguity and

difficulty of interpretation." Even though Lamonica (1977) found some

value in color coding, the performance differences with respect to black

and white were not dramatic.

There is another color-coding procedure which does not appear to 7'
have been investigated. The bit-slices could he coded by hue only, keeping

the brightness approximately constant. Figure 16 shows that the image

input density is divided such that each interval is coded with a different
color. Obviously, the number and chromaticities of the hues must be chosen

so that all chromatic intervals are discriminable from each other.

The last point above is nontrivial for two reasons. First, there

is no indication that past work has attempted to ensure that the colors

used in coding would be equally discriminable. Second, even if they had

been, there is some doubt about using the UCS representation without

considering the difficulty in red discriminations. Our discrimination

study showed that the UCS color-difference representation must be used with

care. Because of these uncertainties in the past work on color coding, we
decided to run a controlled experiment using the same SAR Imagery for

several types of coding strategies.
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9.0 SAR IMAGE INTERPRETATION EXPERIMENT

49.1 METHOD

9.1.1 Stimuli
.4

M We took SAR hardcopy (photographic positive print) that had a

dynamic range of 23 dB and digitized the imagery (512 x 512 pixels with 8

*bit intensity resolution) in the VIPER facility to produce 10 different

images each encompassing approximately 3.75 square miles of terrain. The

orignalimagery included an urban area, a seaport, gas and oil refineries,
industrial sites, an airfield, and power and gas transmission lines.

Groud tuth nfomatin ws taen rom tanard eolgica Suvey aps

Four coding schemes were applied to the imagery, two black and

white and two color. One black anid white code was produced by taking the

256 grey shades and outputting them through the Matrix graphics camera onto

*35mm Kodak Pius-X Professional film ASA 125. The film dynamic range under

our exposure conditions was 19 dB. This was our "normal" black and white

code.

The other black and white code was an "enhancement" of the

original imagery. The input density for each pixel was normalized over 40

adjacent pixels to produce an image in which the original input range was

altered locally. In effect, this produced an image that had a more even

distribution of densities, permitting, we thought, better renditions of the

input density midranges.

The two color codes tested were those shown in Figures 15 and 16.

In the one case, Figure 15, we used blue, green, and red combined with

brightness to represent the input density. Each of the three colors was

combined with six brightness levels for a total of 18 levels. We desig-

nated this condition Color-18 and we have listed the bit-slice range along

with the software bit-value assignments (normalized to 1.0) in Table 11.

Note that radar returns of low intensity are coded blue and high intensity

returns are coded red.
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Table 11. Color Codes z d Bit-Slice Ranges for Three-Color
SAR Coding Strik tgy

INTENSITY RANGE BIT-VALUE(RGOR

0 -14 0, .2, .5

-28 0, .3, .6

- 42 0, .4, .7lu

-57 0, .59,.8

- 71 0, .69,.9

- 85 0,..7, 1

-100 0, .5, 0
- 114 0, .6, 0

- 128 0, .7, 0Gee

-142 0, .8, 0

- 156 0, .9, 0
-171 0,1,10

- 185 .5, 0,0 M
- 199 .6, 0, 0
- 213 .7, .1, 0 Red
- 228 .8, .2, 0
- 242 .9, .3, 0
- 256 1, .4, 0

Ij
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Our other color code (Color-12) is depicted in Figure 16. For

this code, we divided the 256 grey l.vels into 12 nearly equal intervals

and applied the pseudocolors shown in Table 12. The color names given in

the table are our descriptions of their appearance. Luminance ratio was

measured with a tungsten source and varied somewhat depending upon the

illuminant. The UCS chromaticity coordinates (tungsten illumination) of

the Color-12 stimuli are shown in Figure 17. Note that, except for the red

point, most colors are spaced approximately the same distance from their ;7

nearest neighbors. We avoided colors in the deep blue because the density

was too great and the range of luminance ratios became excessive. It was

our intent that this color code produce imagery-where identification would

depend upon hue rather than brightness.
I.

9.1.2 Subjects 4,

The five subjects used in this study were all experienced photo-
interpreters and they had radar interpretation experience. The subjects'

image interpretation experience ranged from 3 to 25 years. All subjects ,: -

were SAI employees. Their color vision was screened with Dvorine color

plates (Dvorine, 1953) and was normal.

9.1.3 Testing Procedure

.4

Our intent was to duplicate the usual detailed reconnaissance

image interpretation setting as closely as possible. We furnished subjects

with identical light tables (Knox 50000 K) and magnifiers. Photo-

reproductions were made of the original SAR hardcopies and each of the 10

images was delineated on these working copies. These reproductions were of

poor quality and lacked detail; their sole purpose was to allow the image

interpreters (Ils) to orient the film imagery. Each II had his own working

copy of the imagery and his own set of 40 test slides. Slide order was

random for each subject and UIs were urged to rate each slide on its own -

merits. '4
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Table 12. Color Codes for 12-Color SAR Coding Strategy ,

RGB BIT VALUE CHROMATICITY LUMINANCE
COLOR (Normalized RATIO h4

to 1.0) u v

PERSIAN BLUE 0, .6, 1. .1121 .2651 1.1

DESATURATED BLUISH GRAY .6, .6, 1. .1906 .3156 1•6-

DESATURATED GREEN .8, .8, 1. .2106 .3443 3.8

TURQUOISE 0, 1., 1. .1377 .3222 3.1

HOLLY GREEN 0, .6, .6 .0928 .3453 1.0 "

GREEN 0, .8, 0 .1276 .3795 1.4
9;

LIME .6, 1., 0 .1961 .3749 2.6

PURPLE .8, 0, 1 ,4390 .2941 1.1

PINK 1., .6, 1. .2651 .3409 3.0

YELLOW 1., 8, 0 .2575 .3719 3.8

AMBER 1., .6, 0 .2942 .3690 2.3

RED 1., .4, 0 .3465 .3681 1.1
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exampless ee ccmpise in two ways. For Task 1, we took4
exaple oftheNatona Raar ntepreabiityScale (NRIS), a rating

scale used to assess synthetic aperature radar system image quality, and

rewrote the object descriptors so that' they would apply to our imagery.

'4This was necessary because our imagery contained large, cultural features,

originally developed. Tables 13 and 14 give the descriptions of the

generic cultural features and the rating scale. Note that our rating scale

uses the same detect, classify, and identify scheme that was developed for

NRIS and the ratings run from i to 9.

Our subjects were briefed on the use of our rating scale and were

told that our chief interest was in comparing across the imagery coding

types. They were urged to rate the imagery by reference to our scale

without making comparisons to imagery or other scales they may have'used.

They were also told to rate each slide on its own merits, not on what they

may have remembered about that image from a previous slide. In addition to

the interpretability scale ratings, subjects indicated their confidence in

their ratings. They assigned a value from 1 to 3 to indicate "Possible,

probable, or definite."

Task 2 required that subjects compare the four codes for each of

the 10 images and rank-order them in terms of their preference for working

with the imagery having that code. They viewed the four slides

simultaneously and recorded their rankings. Then, they rated each of the

four coding types on a 1-9 scale for preference in terms of ease of image

interpretation.

9.2. Tak1 nepetblt/mg Quality Judgement

Hisogrmsshowing the interpretability scale ratings for our four

codiing strategies are presented in Figure 18. The frequency plot shows

that. both black and white codes were approximately equivalent and produced
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higher ratings than the color codes. Color-12 seemed to result in hijher

"". ratings than Color-18. A Friedman nonparametric analysis of variance

showed a significant difference among the-four coding conditions (p<O.O01).

"Individual Wilcoxon rank sum tests were performed on the conditions of.

interest. There was no difference in ratings (p>0.46) on the two black and

white codes. A Wilcoxon rank sum test on the two color codes showed that

Color-12 was significantly better than Color-18 (p<O.002). Overall, black

and white tested superior to the color codes (p<O.O000 3 ).

. Histograms of Task I confidence ratings are plotted in Figure 19.

There does not appear to be much difference in confidence accorded the

/ different coding types. Most Its rated their judgements as "probable" or

"definite."

We have also plotted our results on an image-by-image basis.

Figure 20 shows median ratings on each image. On only two images, No. 2 --

an oil refinery and No. 6--a port facility, did color produce as high a

rating as the black and white codes. In general, it appears that the data

shown in Figure 18 are consistent across images.

9.2.2 Task 2: Rank-Order Judgement

'i .The results on the Task 2 preference ratings were very clear.

Preferences were in the order: black and white enhanced, black and white

normal, Color-12, Color-18. Less than one-fourth of the rankings devi'ted

from this pattern. Color-18 was always ranked third or fourth. The

ratings for coding preference are summarized in Figure 21. The ratings

show the same pattern as the rankings. Black and white images are rated V

higherý than color in preference; Color-12 was slightly preferred over

Color-18.

A comparison of the interpretability scale ratings of Task I and

the preference ratings of Task 2 shows that these two measures are highly

correlated. The relationship is detailed in Figure 22. A Spearman rank-

order correlation was highly significant (r=O.999, p<O.O01).

A/
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9.3 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the image interpretability study are clear cut.

Under our conditions, black and white coding is superior to color coding.

Both radar inte~rpretability scalle ratings and subjective preference ratings

agree that black and white coding is best. It appears that our subjects

preferred to w ork with imagery that they ranked highest in terms of the

opportunity to extract information. Informal comments indicated that color

was sometimes useful for accentuating features, but that colors tended to
"1melt" into one another, making estimates of target ground size difficult.

The results of the SAR imagery coding study must be interpreted

with reference to the imagery we employed. Our unclassified data base

included only large cultural features. It is possible that imagery having
better resolution and a *Wider dynamic ran~ge would afford more opportunity

for effective color coding. This may be a topic for further work.
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10.0 SUMMARY

The task objectives for this work involved color calibration of

the CRT and film outputs of VIPER. After suitable color calibration, 35mmw

color slides were produced for use in a color-discrimination study. Apply-.

ing the study's results, we then ran a color-coding study using SAR

imagery.

N The results of the color calibration effort showed that, with

appropriate regression coefficients, we could predict colors output both on

a CRT and on film. We developed a simplified methodology that can be

applied when the needs for color calibration are not too stringent.

The color discrimination study showed that color discrimination is

poorest for "red" colors. These data agree with our previous studies on

color matching and discrimination And we recommend caution when using the

1960 UCS representation as the index of color difference.

The radar imagery coding study found, as have other I nvestigators,

be color coded, hue coding appears to be better than hue-brightness coding.
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